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APPLICATION OF THE CONVERGENCE OF THE

SPATIO-TEMPORAL PROCESSES FOR VISITS TO SMALL

SETS

FRANÇOISE PÈNE AND BENOÎT SAUSSOL

Abstract. The goal of this article is to point out the importance of
spatio-temporal processes in different questions of quantitative recur-
rence. We focus on applications to the study of the number of visits to
a small set before the first visit to another set (question arising from a
previous work by Kifer and Rapaport), the study of high records, the
study of line processes, the study of the time spent by a flow in a small
set. We illustrate these applications by results on billiards or geodesic
flows. This paper contains in particular new result of convergence in
distribution of the spatio temporal processes associated to visits by the
Sinai billiard flow to a small neighbourhood of orbitrary points in the
billiard domain.
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1. Introduction

Let (Ω,F , µ, T ) or (Ω,F , µ, Y = (Yt)t≥0) be a probability preserving dy-
namical system in discrete or continuous times. Let (Aε)ε be a family of
measurable subsets of Ω with µ(Aε) → 0+ as ε→ 0. Given a family of mea-
surable normalization functions Hε : Aε → V where V is a locally compact
metric space endowed with its Borel σ-algebra V, we study the family of
spatio-temporal point processes (Nε)ε on [0,+∞)× V given by

Nε(x) := N (T,Aε, hε,Hε) :=
∑

n≥1 : Tn(x)∈Aε

δ(nhε,Hε(Tn(x))) for a map T

(1)
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or

Nε(x) := N (Y,Aε, hε,Hε) =
∑

t>0 : Yt enters Aε

δ(thε,Hε(Yt(x))) for a flow Y .

(2)
We are interested in results of convergence in distribution of (Nε)ε>0 to a
point process P as ε → 0 with a particular focus on applications of results
of such kind. Various results of convergence of such processes to Poisson
point processes have been proved in [21, 13] for billiard maps and flows.
Let us point out the fact that these spatio-temporal processes contain much
information: they do not only contain information on the visit time but
they also contain informations on the spatial position at these visit times.
For these reasons, on may extract further information from results of con-
vergence of these processes. Among the applications that have already been
studied, let us mention:

• Study of the visits in a small neighborhood of an hyperbolic peri-
odic point of a transformation (see [21, Section 5], with application
to Anosov maps).
Such visits occurs by clusters (once a point visits such a neighbour-
hood, it stays close to the periodic point during an unbounded time
before living this area). The idea we used to study these clusters
was to consider a process Nε corresponding to the last (or first)
position of the clusters.

• Convergence of a normalized Birkhoff sum processes



n− 1

α

⌊nt⌋−1∑

k=0

f ◦ T k


t≥0




n≥1

to an α-stable process. In [25] Tyran-Kamińska provided criteria
ensuring such a result. One of the conditions is the convergence of

N1/n = N (T, {|f | > γn
1
α }, 1/n, n− 1

α f(·))
(for every γ > 0) to some Poisson point process. The general results
of [21] combined with the criteria of [25] have been used in [13] to
prove convergence to a Lévy process for the Birkhoff sum process
of Hölder observable of billiards in dispersing domains with cusps.

We won’t detail again the above applications. Our goal here is to emphasize
on further ones.

After recalling in Section 2 below the general results of convergence of
spatio-temporal point processes to Poisson point processes established in
[21], we present in the remaining sections four other important applications
of such convergence results:

• The number of visits to (or of the time spent in) a small set before
the first visit to a second small set (motivated by Kifer and Ra-
paport [16]), with application to the Sinai billiard flow with finite
horizon,

• The evolution of the number of records larger than some threshold,
with an application to billiards with corners and cusps of order
larger than 2,
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• The Line process of random geodesics (motivated by Athreya, Lal-
ley, Sapir and Wroten [2]),

• The time spent by a flow in a small set, with application to the
Sinai billiard flow with finite horizon.

Appendix A contains a new theorem of convergence of point processes for
the Sinai billiard flow and for neighborhoods of arbitrary positions in the
billiard domain, which is used in the examples that illustrate the applications
above. Finally we also present an application to the closest approach by the
billiard flow.

2. Convergence results for transformations and special flows

We set E := [0,+∞) × V and we endow it with its Borel σ-algebra
E = B([0,+∞)) ⊗ V. We also consider the family of measures (mε)ε on
(V,V) defined by

mε := µ(H−1
ε (·)|Aε) (3)

andW a family stable by finite unions and intersections of relatively compact
open subsets of V , that generates the σ-algebra V. Let λ be the Lebesgue
measure on [0,∞).

We will approximate the point process defined by (1) or (2) by a Poisson
point process on E. Given η a σ-finite measure on (E, E), recall that a
process N is a Poisson point process on E of intensity η if

(i) N is a point process (i.e. N =
∑

i δxi with xi E-valued random
variables),

(ii) For every pairwise disjoint Borel sets B1, ..., Bn ⊂ E, the random
variables N (B1), ...,N (Bn) are independent Poisson random vari-
ables with respective parameters η(B1), ..., η(Bn).

Let Mp(E) be the space of all point measures defined on E, endowed with
the topology of vague convergence; it is metrizable as a complete separable
metric space. A family of point processes (Nε)ε converges in distribution
to N if for any bounded continuous function f : Mp(E) → R the following
convergence holds true

E(f(Nε)) → E(f(N )), as ε→ 0. (4)

For a collection A of measurable subsets of Ω, we define the following
quantity:

∆(A) := sup
A∈A,B∈σ(∪∞

n=1T
−nA)

|µ(A ∩B)− µ(A)µ(B)| . (5)

We set λ for the Lebesgue measure on [0,∞).

Theorem 2.1. (Convergence result for transformations [21, Theorem 2.1])
We assume that

(i) for any finite subset W0 of W we have ∆(H−1
ε W0) = o(µ(Aε)),

(ii) there exists a measure m on (V,V) such that for every F ∈ W,
m(∂F ) = 0 and limε→0 µ(H

−1
ε (F )|Aε) converges to m(F ).

Then the family of point processes (Nε)ε converges strongly
1 in distribution,

as ε→ 0, to a Poisson point process P of intensity λ×m.

1i.e. with respect to any probability measure absolutely continuous w.r.t. µ
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In particular, for every relatively compact open B ⊂ E such that (λ ×
m)(∂B) = 0, (Nε(B))ε converges in distribution, as ε → 0, to a Poisson
random variable with parameter (λ×m)(B).

Theorem 2.2. (Convergence result for special flows [21, Theorem 2.3]) As-
sume (Ω, µ, Y = (Yt)t) can be represented as a special flow over a probability
preserving dynamical system (M,ν, F ) with roof function τ : M → (0,+∞)
with M ⊂ Ω and set Π : Ω → M for the projection such that Π(Ys(x)) = x
for all x ∈M and all s ∈ [0, τ(x)).
Assume moreover that Y enters at most once in Aε between two consecutive
visits to M and that there exists a family of measurable normalization func-
tions Gε :M → V such that the family of point processes (N (F,Π(Aε), hε, Gε))ε
converges in distribution, as ε→ 0 and with respect to some probability mea-
sure ν̃ ≪ ν, to a Poisson point process of intensity λ×m, where m is some
measure on (V,V), then the family of point processes (N (Y,Aε, hε/Eν [τ ], Gε◦
Π))ε converges in distribution, as ε → 0 (with respect to any probability
measure absolutely continuous with respect to µ), to a Poisson process P of
intensity λ×m.

3. Number of visits to a small set before the first visit to a

second small set

Suppose B0
ε and B1

ε are two disjoint sets. We define the spatio-temporal
process Nε with Aε = B0

ε ∪ B1
ε , Hε(x) = ℓ if x ∈ Bℓ

ε, ℓ = 0, 1, that is on
[0,+∞)× {0, 1}

Nε(x) =
∞∑

n=1

1∑

ℓ=0

δ(nµ(Aε),ℓ)1Bℓ
ε
(T nx) (6)

in the case of a transformation T or

Nε(x) =
∑

t>0

1∑

ℓ=0

δ(thε,ℓ)1Yt enters Bℓ
ε

(7)

in the case of a flow Y . In [16] Kifer and Rapaport studied the distribution of
a (multiple) event T nx ∈ B1

ε until a (multiple) hazard T n(x) ∈ B0
ε . We stick

here to single event and hazard and define, in the case of a transformation
T ,

Mε(x) :=

τ
B0
ε
(x)∑

n=1

1B1
ε
(T nx) , (8)

where we set τB(x) := inf{n ≥ 1 : T n(x) ∈ B} or, in the case of a flow Y :

Mε(x) :=
∑

t∈(0,τB0
ε
(x))

1Yt enters B1
ε
, (9)

where we set τB(x) := inf{t > 0 : Yt(x) ∈ B}. The process Mε counts the
number of entrances of the flow in the 1-set before its first visit to the 0-set.
In the case of a flow, it is also natural to consider the following process M′

ε
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measuring the time spent by the flow in the 1-set before its first visit to the
0-set:

M′
ε(x) :=

∫ τ
B0
ε
(x)

0
1B1

ε
◦ Ys(x) ds . (10)

In view of the study of this last process, we will consider the following process
measuring the time spent by the flow in each set:


Lε :=

1∑

j=0

∑

t : Yt enters Bj
ε

δthε,j,aεD
B
j
ε
◦Yt




ε>0

with DA := τΩ\A.

Theorem 3.1. Let p ∈ (0, 1) and P be a probability measure on Ω. Assume,
in the case of a flow, that limε→0 P(B

0
ε ∪B1

ε )=0.

If the spatio-temporal process Nε defined as in (6) or (7) converges,
with respect to P, to a PPP of intensity λ × B(p) where B(p) denotes the
Bernoulli measure with parameter p (for a transformation we expect p =
limε→0 µ(B

1
ε )/µ(Aε)), then the process (Mε)ε has asymptotically geometric

distribution, more precisely it converges in distribution to M with P(M =
k) = pk(1 − p) for any k ≥ 0; in particular the asymptotic value for the
commitor function is

lim
ε→0

P(τB0
ε
< τB1

ε
) = lim

ε→0
P(Mε = 0) = 1− p.

In the case of a flow, if (aετΩ\B1
ε
)ε converges in probability P to 0 and if

(Lε)ε>0 supported on [0,+∞) × {0, 1} × R̄+ converges in distribution with

respect to P to a PPP L0 with intensity λ×∑1
j=0 pj(δj ×m′

j) where the m′
j

are probability measures, then (aεM′
ε)ε converges to

∑M
i=1Xi where (Xi)i is

a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with distribution m′
1 and independent

of M where M is as above.

Proof. We first observe that the mapping

J : ξ ∈Mp([0,+∞) × {0, 1}) 7→ ξ([0, τ0]× {1})
is continuous where τ0 = sup{t ≥ 0: ξ([0, t]×{0}) = 0} is continuous at a.e.
realization ξ of χ := PPP (λ×B(p)). Indeed, ξ(·×{0}) and ξ(·×{1}) are the
realization of two homogeneous independent Poisson process hence τ0 is a.s.
not an atom of ξ(· × {1}). Observe that, in the case of a transformation,
Mε = J(Nε) and in the case of a flow P(Mε 6= J(Nε)) = P(Y0 ∈ B0

ε ∪
B1
ε ) → 0. Therefore, by the continuous mapping theorem, Mε converges in

distribution to G := J(χ).
We now compute the law of G. The first hazard τ0 has an exponential

distribution with parameter 1 − p, while χ1(·) := χ(· × {1}) is a Poisson
point process with intensity pλ, and the two are independent. Therefore,
for any k ∈ N

P(G = k) = P(χ1([0, τ0]) = k)

=

∫ ∞

0
e−pt

(pt)k

k!
(1− p)e−(1−p)t dt = (1− p)pk.
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This ends the proof of the first points of the Theorem. Let us now prove the
last one. We use the fact that the mapping J : ξ ∈ Mp([0,+∞) × {0, 1} ×
R̄+) 7→

∫
[0,τ0]×{1}×[0,K0]

z dξ(t, j, z) is continuous at a.e. realization ξ of χ

and conclude as above by the continuous mapping theorem and the Slutzky
lemma since aεM′

ε = 1{Y0 6∈B0
ε}
(
J(Lε) + aετΩ\B1

ε

)
. �

Example 3.2. Consider the billiard flow (Yt)t associated to a Sinai billiard
with finite horizon in a domain Q ⊂ T2 (see Appendix for details). Let P be
any probability measure on Ω := Q × S1 absolutely continuous with respect
to Lebesgue. We fix two distinct point positions q0, q1 ∈ Q and two positive
real numbers r0, r1 > 0. Set Bi

ε := B(qi, riε)× S1 and di = 2− 1qi∈∂Q.
Then (Mε)ε converges in distribution with respect to P to M with P(M =

k) = pk(1− p) for any k ≥ 0 and with p = d1r1
d0r0+d1r1

.

Moreover (ε−1M′
ε)ε converges in distribution with respect to P to r1

∑M
i=1 Yi

where (Yi)i is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with density y 7→
y√
1−y2

1[0,1](y) independent of M, with M as above.

Proof. Recall that the billiard flow Y preserves the normalized Lebesgue
measure µ on Q × S1. In view of applying Theorem 3.1, observe first that
limε→0 P(B

0
ε ∪ B1

ε ) = 0 and E[ε−1τΩ\B1
ε
] ≤ 2r1P(B

1
ε ), thus (ετΩ\B1

ε
)ε con-

verges in probability P to 0.

As a direct consequence of Theorem A.1, the family of spatio-temporal

processes (Nε)ε>0 given by (7), with hε =
(d0r0+d1r1)πε

Area(Q) , converges in distri-

bution to a PPP of intensity λ × B( d1r1
d0r0+d1r1

) and so the first conclusions

of Theorem 3.1 holds true with p = d1r1
d0r0+d1r1

. This ends the proof of the

convergence (Mε)ε.
Due to Theorem 6.2, (Lε)ε with aε = ε and hε as previously converges in dis-

tribution to a PPP with intensity λ×∑1
j=0 pj(δj×m′

j) where pj :=
djrj

d0r0+d1r1
and where m′

j has density y 7→ y

2rj
√

4r2j−y2
1[0,2rj ](y). Thus the last conclu-

sion of Theorem 3.1 holds also true with these notations. We conclude by
taking Yi = Xi/(2r1). �

4. Number of high records

We define the high records point process by

Rf (u, ℓ) =
∞∑

k=1

δku1{f◦T k>max(ℓ,f,...,f◦T k−1)} .

The successive times of records of an observable along an orbit are obviously
tractable from the time and values of the observations along this orbit. The
following proposition states that this is still the case for the corresponding
asymptotic distributions. This has already been noticed in [11], in particular
in the context of Extremal events. Our result is similar to the proof of [11,
Theorem 3.1] from [11, Theorem 5.1].

Proposition 4.1. Let (Ω,F , µ, T ) be a probability preserving dynamical sys-
tem and f : Ω → [0,+∞) be a measurable function. Assume the family
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(
Nε = N (T, {f > ε−1}, hε, 1/(εf))

)
ε>0

of point processes on [0,+∞)× [0, 1]
converges in distribution with respect to P to a Poisson point process of
intensity λ × m with m a probability measure on [0, 1] without any atom.
Then

(
Rf (hε, ε

−1)
)
ε>0

converges in distribution, as ε → 0 to a Point pro-

cess R =
∑∞

ℓ=1 ZℓδTℓ where Tℓ =
∑ℓ

i=1Xi, the Xi are independent standard
exponential random variable and the Zℓ are independent random variable of
Bernoulli distribution with respective parameters ℓ−1, and the two sequences
are independent.

Proof. Define the mapping

F : ξ =
∑

i

δ(ti,vi) ∈Mp([0,∞)× [0, 1]) 7→
∑

i∈I(ξ)
δti ,

where I(ξ) are the records of ξ, defined by those i such that for any j one
has tj < ti =⇒ vj > vi. The map F is continuous at each ξ such that the
ti’s, and the vi’s, are distincts. This is the case for a.e. realization ξ of a
Poisson process of intensity λ × m. Therefore by the continuous mapping
theorem Rf (hε, ε

−1) = F (Nε) converges to χ = F (PPP (λ×m)).
We are left to compute the distribution. Observe that PPP (λ × m)

is distributed as
∑∞

ℓ=1 δ(Tℓ,Wℓ) with (Tℓ) as in the statement and the Wℓ

are i.i.d. with distribution m, the two sequences being independent. Let
Zℓ = 1{Wℓ is a record}. By [23, Proposition 4.3] the Zℓ are independent, have
probability 1/ℓ, and when Zℓ = 1 we keep the point Tℓ. �

In particular, for every t > 0 the number of records exceeding the value
ε−1 before the time th−1

ε corresponds to Rf (hε, ε
−1)([0, t]) and the conclu-

sion of Proposition 4.1 implies that it converges to
∑Nt

ℓ=1 Zℓ where Zℓ are as
in Proposition 4.1 and where (Ns)s is a standard Poisson Process indepen-
dent of (Zℓ)ℓ.

Example 4.2. Consider a dispersive billiard with corner and cusps of max-
imal order β∗ > 2 as in [13]. Consider the induced system (Ω, µ, T ) cor-
responding to the successive reflection times outside a neighbourhood U of
cusps and write R(x) for the number of reflections in U starting from x. Set

α = β∗
β∗−1 ∈ (1, 2).

Setting Aε := {R ◦ T−1 > ε−1}, it has been proved in [13, Lemma 4.5] that
there exists an explicit c0 > 0 such that µ(Aε) ∼ c0ε

α as ε→ 0.
The assumptions of Proposition 4.1 hold true with f = R ◦ T−1 and hε =
µ(Aε) ∼ c0ε

α. So the same assumptions hold true with hε = c0ε
α.

Furthermore the number Rn of records of R higher than n1/α before the
n-th reflection outside cusps converges to

∑N
ℓ=1 Zℓ where Zℓ are as in Propo-

sition 4.1 and where N is a Poisson random variable of parameter c0 and
independent of (Zℓ)ℓ.
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Proof. It follows from the proof of [13, Lemma 4.8] that2 the family of point
processes (N (T,Aε, µ(Aε), εR ◦ T−1))ε on [0,+∞) × [1,+∞] converges in
distribution to a PPP with intensity of density (t, y) 7→ αy−α−11y>0 with
respect to the Lebesgue measure.
Therefore the assumptions of Proposition 4.1 hold true with f = R ◦ T−1

and hε = µ(Aε) ∼ c0ε
α. So the same assumptions hold true with hε = c0ε

α.
This ends the proof of the first part.

For the second we apply Proposition 4.1 with ε = n−
1
α . �

5. Line process of random geodesics

We study the line process generated by a geodesic as in [2] and recover
their main result. Let N be a compact Riemannian surface of negative
curvature. The geodesic flow (Yt)t on the unit tangent bundle Ω = T 1N
preserves the Liouville measure µ. Let πN : T 1N → N be the canonical
projection (q, v) 7→ q. We denote by D(q, ε) the ball in N of radius ε. We
now state the main theorem, postponing the details and precise definitions
thereafter.

Theorem 5.1. Fix q0 ∈ N . For any a > 0, the intersection of the neighbor-
hood D(q0, ε) with the geodesic segment πN ({Yt(x), 0 ≤ t ≤ aε−1}), where x
is taken at random on (Ω, µ), converges in distribution, after normalization,
as ε→ 0, to a Homogeneous Poisson line process in the unit disk of intensity
a/Area(N).

A Poisson line process in the unit disk D of the plane, of intensity κ ∈
(0,∞), is a probabilistic process which draw lines in the disk. Each line L
is parametrized by (r, θ) ∈ [−1, 1]× [0, π] where

L = {(x, y) ∈ D : r = x cos θ + y sin θ},
and the parameters (r, θ) are produced by a Poisson point process of intensity
κ
πdrdθ on [−1, 1] × [0, π]. Equivalently, changing the parametrization to

O

•

•
θ
r

s

ϕ L

Figure 1. Parametrization of the line L by (r, θ) or (s, ϕ).

(s, ϕ) where s ∈ ∂D =: S is one point of intersection of the line with the
unit circle and ϕ is the angle between the line L (directed into the disk)

2[13, Lemma 4.8] states that this convergence is true in the set of point processes on
[0,+∞) × [1,+∞), but its proof can be adapted in a straighforward way to obtain our
purpose by considering not only intervals of the form (c, c′) but also intervals of the form
(c,+∞].
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and the normal at s pointing inside the disk (see Figure 1), gives a Poisson
point process of intensity κ cosϕ

2π dsdϕ (the jacobian is cosϕ and each line has
two representations in this parametrization). The intensity κ in the theorem
is equal to a/Area(N), therefore the intensity in this parametrization will
be a

2πArea(N) cosϕdsdϕ = a
V ol(T 1N)

cosϕdsdϕ. The convergence of a point

process in this parametrization implies it in the original one (by continuity
of the change of parameter; see [23, Proposition 3.18]).

The exponential map expq0 is a local diffeomorphism on a neighborhood
U ⊂ Tq0N of 0. Thus its inverse is well defined on D(q0, ε) for ε small enough
so that B(0, ε) ⊂ U . We identify Tq0N with R2. Set V = S × [−π

2 ,
π
2 ]. For

q ∈ D(q0, ε) we let sε(q) = ε−1 exp−1
q0 (q) and for q ∈ ∂D(q0, ε) and v ∈ TqN

we denote by φq(v) the angle between the normal at q pointing inside the
disk and v (see Figure 2).

q0

•

•

•

q

φq(v) v

γ

Figure 2. A geodesic arc γ entering the ball D(q0, ε).

The intersection Iaε (x) := πN (Y[0,aε−1](x)) ∩ D(q0, ε) consists of finitely
many geodesic arcs γi := πN (Y[ti,ti+ℓi](x)), where ℓi is the length of the
arc; we drop the dependence on x and ε for simplicity. The arcs γi are
fully crossing the ball, except possibly for the two extremities (at t = 0 or
t = aε−1) which could give an incomplete arc. The later happens with a
vanishing probability as ε→ 0, therefore we will ignore this eventuality. The
arc γi enters the ball at the position qi with direction vi where (qi, vi) :=
Yti(x).

When ε → 0, the geodesic arcs γi which compose the intersection Iaε be-
come more and more straight. This justifies the definition of the convergence
in distribution of Iaε as the convergence in distribution of the point process

∑

i

δ(sε(qi),φq(vi)). (11)

Loosely speaking, we identify the images sε(γi) with the chord of the unit
disk D originated in sε(qi) and direction vi.

We now proceed with the proof of the theorem. Let Aε ⊂ T 1N be the
set of points (q, v) such that q ∈ ∂D(q0, ε) and v is pointing inside the ball.
We define on Aε

Hε(q, v) = (sε(q), φq(v)) ∈ V. (12)

The theorem is a byproduct of the following result for the geodesic flow.
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Proposition 5.2. The process of entrances in the ball for the position for
the geodesic flow N (Y,Aε, 2ε/Area(N),Hε) on [0,+∞[×V converges to a
Poisson point process with intensity 1

4π cosϕdtdsdϕ.

Proof of Theorem 5.1. The counting process

Laε(·) := N (Y,Aε, 2ε/Area(N),Hε)([0, 2a/Area(N)] × ·) (13)

produces a point (s, ϕ) each time that the geodesic flow Yt enters in D(q0, ε)
for some t such that 2εt/Area(N) ≤ 2a/Area(N), that is t ≤ aε−1. By
Proposition 5.2 and the continuous mapping theorem the point process Laε
converges to a Poisson point process of intensity 2a

Area(N)
1
4π cosϕdsdϕ. By

the above discussion, in particular (11), this completes the proof of the
theorem. �

We emphasize that this proof only uses the convergence stated in Propo-
sition 5.2, therefore it applies for more general ’geodesic-like flows’, for in-
stance the argument applies immediately to billiards systems, using Theo-
rem A.1 in place of Proposition 5.2.

Proof of Proposition 5.2. The first step is to construct a Markov section for
the geodesic flow, subordinated to a finite family of disks Di ⊂ T 1N . Fix
some δ > 0 sufficiently small. By Bowen [3] there exists a Markov section
(Xi)i of size δ, in particular diamXi < δ and T 1N = ∪iY[−δ,0](Xi). One can
choose the disks Di ⊃ Xi in such a way that

Di ⊂ {(q, v) : q ∈ Qi, |∠(nq, v)| >
π

2
− δ}

where Qi are C
2 curve in N and nq is the normal vector to Qi at q (with

q 7→ nq continuous). Without loss of generality we assume that q0 6∈ ∪iQi.
The flow (Yt) is represented by a special flow over the Poincaré section

M := ∪iXi, with a C2 roof function τ . Let Π be the projection onto M
along the flow in backward time. The flow (T 1N, (Yt), µ) projects down
to a system (M,F, ν), conjugated to a subshift of finite type with a Gibbs
measure of a Hölder potential. In order to apply Theorem 2.2 we need to
check that the set Aε := ΠAε and Hε(x) := Hε(Ys(x)) where s > 0 is the
minimal time such that Ys(x) ∈ Aε fulfills the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1.
For that we will apply [21, Proposition 3.2]. The Poincaré map F has a
hyperbolic structure with an exponential rate, thus it satisfies the setting of
[21, Proposition 3.2] with any polynomial rate α, in particular α = 4 works.
Here the boundary is meant in the induced topology on M . It suffices to
prove that for some pε = o(ν(Aε)) one has (i) ν(τAε ≤ pε) = o(1) and (ii)

ν((∂Aε)
[p−α

ε ]) = o(ν(Aε)), the two other assumptions being trivially satisfied
in our situation.

Measure of Aε: The Liouville measure µ is the product of the normalized
surface on N times the Haar measure on T 1N . Its projection ν to the
Poincaré section satisfies dν = cν cosϕdrdϕ for some normalizing constant

cν =
(∑

i

∫
Xi

cosϕdrdϕ
)−1

, where r is the curvilinear abscissa on Qi and

ϕ the angle between the velocity and the normal to Qi. Moreover we have
dµ = (

∫
M τdν)−1dν × dt|Mτ where Mτ = {(x, t) : x ∈M, 0 ≤ t < τ(x)}.
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The geodesic flow preserves the measure cosϕdrdϕ from Aε ⊂ M to Aε,
therefore

ν(Aε) = cν

∫

Aε

cosϕdrdϕ = cν

∫

Aε

cosϕdrdϕ = cν

∫

∂D(q0,ε)
dr

∫ π/2

−π/2
cosϕdϕ

∼ cν4πε.

Short returns: For any q ∈ D(q0, ε), let Rε(q) be the set of v ∈ T 1
qN such

that the geodesic segment γ[0,ε−1/2](q, v) enters again D(q0, ε) after leaving

D(q0, 2ε). The result of [2, Lemma 5.3] ensures the existence of K > 0 such
that for any q ∈ D(q0, ε)

Leb(Rε(q)) ≤ Kε1−1/2 = K
√
ε.

Therefore, setting Âε = {(q, v) ∈ Aε : v ∈ Rε(q)} we get that the bidimen-

sional Lebesgue measure of Âε is O(ε3/2). A fortiori since the projection Π
preserves the measure cosϕdrdϕ we get

ν(ΠÂε) = cν

∫

ΠÂε

cosϕdrdϕ = cν

∫

Âε

cosϕdrdϕ = O(ε3/2).

Let pε = ⌊(max τ)−1ε−1/2⌋ and notice that Aε ∩ {τAε ≤ pε} ⊂ ΠÂε. By the
previous estimates we get

ν(Aε ∩ {τAε ≤ pε}) = O(ε3/2).

Hence
ν(τAε ≤ pε|Aε) = o(1).

This is the assumption (i).
We now prove (ii). The boundary of Aε in the induced topology of M is

included in the set of Π(q, v) where v is tangent to the boundary of ∂D(q0, ε).
This defines for each i such that Xi∩Aε is nonempty at most two C2 curves
in Di of finite length (by transversality), therefore its ε2-neighborhood has
a measure O(ε2).

Finally, the measure dmε = (Hε)∗ν(·|Aε) is equal to the measure dm :=
1
4π cosϕdsdϕ, since the measure cosϕdrdϕ is preserved by the inverse of the
projection Π from Aε to Aε and Hε has constant jacobian ε in these coor-
dinates. By Theorem 2.1 the point process N (F,Aε, ν(Aε),Hε) converges
to a Poisson point process of intensity λ×m. Applying Theorem 2.2 with
hε = cν4πε and h′ε = hε/Eν(τ) we get that N (Y,Aε, h

′
ε,Hε) converges to a

Poisson point process of intensity λ×m. In addition,
∫

M
τdν = cν

∫

M
τ cosϕdrdϕ = cν

∫

Mτ

cosϕdtdrdϕ = cνV ol(T
1N).

Thus, since V ol(T 1N) = 2πArea(N) we get that h′ε =
2ε

Area(N) , proving the

proposition. �

6. Time spent by a flow in a small set

Given a flow Y = (Yt)t defined on Ω and a set A ⊂ Ω, a very natural
question is to study the time spent by the flow in the set A, that is the local
time LT (A) given by following quantity :

LT (A) := λ ({t ∈ [0, T ] : Yt ∈ A}) .
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This quantity measures the time spent by the flow Y in the set A between
time 0 and time T (the symbol L refers to the local time). We also write
DA := inf{t > 0 : Yt 6∈ A} for the duration of the present visit to the set A.

Proposition 6.1. Let J ≥ 1 and Y = (Yt)t≥0 be a flow defined on (Ω,F ,P).
Assume that (Nε = N(Y,Aε, hε,Hε))ε>0 converges in distribution (with re-
spect to P) to a PPP N0 of intensity λ×m with Hε(Aε) ⊂ V = {1, ..., J}×W
where m =

∑J
j=1(pjδj × mj), with

∑J
j=1 pj = 1 and where mj are prob-

ability measure on some separable metric space W . Suppose in addition
that, for some aε and each x entering in Aε, aεDAε(x) = Dε(Hε(x)) with
limε→0Dε(j, w) =: Dj(w) uniformly in w ∈ W , where Dj : W → R̄+ is
continuous.

Then

Lε =

∑

t :Yt(x) enters Aε

δ
thε,H

(1)
ε (Yt(x)),aεDAε◦Yt(x)




ε>0

converges in distribution with respect to P to a PPP L0 on [0,+∞)×{1, ..., J}×
R̄+ with intensity λ×∑J

j=1(pjδj × (Dj)∗(mj)).

If moreover aεDAε

P→ 0, then, for every T > 0, ((aεL
(j)
⌊t/hε⌋(Aε))t∈[0,T ],j=1,...,J)ε>0

converges in distribution to

(∑N
(j)
t

k=1 X
(j)
k

)

t∈[0,T ],j=1,...,J

as ε → 0, where

(N
(j)
t )t>0 are independent Poisson process with parameter pj and where

(X
(j)
k )k≥1 are independent sequences of independent identically distributed

random variables with distribution
∑J

j=1 pj(Dj)∗(mj) independent of (N
(j)
t )t>0

Proof. Observe that, for every ǫ ≥ 0, Lε = (ψε)∗(Nε) with ψε : (t, j, w) 7→
(t, j,Dε(j, w)) if ε > 0 and with ψ0 : (t, j, w) 7→ (t, j,Dj(w)). Using [23,
Proposition 3.13] we prove the first statement.

Assume now that aεDAε

P→ 0. Then

(
aεL

(j)
t/hε

= aεmin(t/hε,DAε) +

∫

[0,t]×{j}×R̄+

z dLε(s, i, z)
)

t∈[0,T ],j=1,...,J

which converges to
(
aεL

(j)
t/hε

=
∫
[0,t]×{j}×R̄+

z dL0(s, i, z)
)
t∈[0,T ],j=1,...,J

. �

We apply the previous result to the dispersive billiard flow in a Sinai bil-
liard with finite horizon.

Theorem 6.2 (Time spent by the billiard flow in a shrinking ball for the
position). Consider the billiard flow associated to a Sinai billiard with finite
horizon in a domain Q ⊂ T2 (see Appendix for details). Recall that this
flow preserves the normalized Lebesgue measure on Q × S1. Let J be a
positive integer. Let q1, ..., qJ ∈ Q be a J pairwise distinct fixed position in
the billiard domain and r1, ..., rJ be J positive real numbers. We set dj = 2
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if qj 6∈ ∂Q and dj = 1 if qj ∈ ∂Q and d :=
∑J

j=1 djrj and also

Lε =

J∑

j=1

∑

t :Yt(x) enters B(qj ,rjε)×S1

δ dπεt
Area(Q)

,j,ε−1DB(qj ,rjε)×S1◦Yt(x)




ε>0

and

L
(j)
t/ε :=

∫ t
ε

0
1{Ys(·)∈B(qj ,rjε)×S1} ds .

Then, (Lε)ε>0 converges strongly in distribution to a PPP L0 with intensity

λ×∑J
j=1

djrj
d (δj×m′

j) where m
′
j is the distribution of rjX with X a random

variable of density y 7→ y
4 . arccos

′(y2 )1[0,2](y) =
y

2
√

4−y2
1[0,2](y).

Moreover, for every T > 0, ((ε−1L
(j)
t/ε)t∈[0,T ],j=1,...,J)ε>0 converges strongly

in distribution to

(
rj
∑N

(j)
t

k=1 X
(j)
k

)

t∈[0,T ],j=1,...,J

as ε → 0, where (N
(j)
t )t>0

are independent Poisson process with parameter
dj Area(Q)

d2π , where (Xk)k≥1

is a sequence of independent identically distributed random variables with
density x 7→ x

2
√
4−x21[0,2](x) independent of (Nt)t>0.

Proof of Theorem 6.2. Due to Theorem A.1, we know that the family of
processes

J∑

j=1

∑

t : (Ys(y))s enters B(qj ,ε)×S1 at time t

δ(
dπεt

Area(Q)
,
ΠQ(Yt(y))−qj

ε
,ΠV (Yt(y))

)

converges in distribution (when y is distributed with respect to any prob-
ability measure absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue mea-
sure on M) as ε → 0 to a Poisson Point Process with intensity λ × m̃0

where m̃0 is the probability measure on {1, ..., J} × S1 × S1 with density

(j, p, ~u) 7→∑J
j=1

rjdj
d

1
2djπ

〈(−p), ~u〉+1{〈p,~nqj
〉≥0} with d :=

∑J
j=1 djrj .

We will apply Proposition 6.1 with Aε :=
⋃J
j=1B(qj, εrj)×S1 andHε(q, ~v) =(

j,
−→qjq
rjε
, ~v
)
if q ∈ ∂B(qj, rjε).

Let x = (q, ~v) entering in B(qj, ε)×S1. If the billiard flow crosses B(qJ , ε)×
S1 before any collision off ∂Q, then

ε−1DB(qj ,rjε)×S1(q, ~v) = 2ε−1 ̂(−→qqj, ~v) = D0(Hε(x)) ,

with D0(j, p, ~u) = 2rj ̂(−p, ~u). This is always the case if qj 6∈ ∂Q. But, if
qj ∈ ∂Q, it can also happen that the billiard flow collides ∂Q at a point
q′ ∈ B(qj, ε) before exiting B(qj, ε) × S1. Then the point q′ is at distance
in O(ε2) of the tangent line to ∂Q at qj, and the tangent line of ∂Q at q′

makes an angle in O(ε) with the tangent line of ∂Q at qj . In this case

ε−1DB(qj ,rjε)×S1(q, ~v) = 2ε−1 ̂(−→qqj, ~v) +O (ε) = D0(Hε(x)) +O (ε) ,

uniformly in x = (q, ~v) and ε. In any case, we set aε = ε−1 and Dε =
D0 +O(ε).
Applying now Proposition 6.1, we infer that (Lε)ε>0 converges strongly in
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distribution to a PPP L0 with intensity λ×∑J
j=1

djrj∑J
j′=1

dj′rj′
(δj×(Dj)∗(mj)),

with Dj(p, ~u) = 2rj ̂(−p, ~u) and mj the probability measure on S1×S1 with
density

(p, ~u) 7→ dj
2π

〈(−p), ~u〉+1{〈p,~nqj
〉≥0} .

It remains to identify the distribution (Dj)∗(mj). By the transfer formula,
we obtain∫ ∞

0
h(Dj(p, ~u)) dmj(p, ~u) =

1

2djπ

∫

S1×S1

h(rj〈−2p, ~u〉)〈(−p), ~u〉+1{〈p,~nqj 〉≥0} dp d~u

=
1

2

∫ π
2

−π
2

h(2rj cosϕ) cosϕdϕ

=

∫ π
2

0
h(2rj cosϕ) cosϕdϕ

=

∫ 2

0
h(rjy)(arccos(·/2))′(y)

y

2
dy .

Thus we have proved that the probability distribution (Dj)∗m̃j is the distri-
bution of rjX withX a random variable of density y 7→ y

4 . arccos
′(y2 )1[0,2](y) =

y

2
√

4−y2
1[0,2](y).

We can apply the last point of Proposition 6.1 since ε−1DAε ≤ 2maxj rj1Aε

P→
0 for any probability measure P absolutely continuous with respect to the
Lebesgue measure on Q× S1.

�

Appendix A. Visits of the Sinai billiard flow to a finite union

of balls for the position

In this appendix we are interested in spatio temporal processes for the
Sinai billiard flow with finite horizon.
Let us start by recalling the model and introducing notations. We consider
a finite family {Oi, i = 1, ..., I} of convex open sets of the two-dimensional

torus T2 = R2/Z2. We consider the billiard domainQ = T2\⋃I
i=1Oi and call

the Oi obstacles. We assume that these obstacles have C3-smooth boundary
with non null curvature and that their closures are pairwise disjoint. We
consider a point particle moving in Q in the following way: the point particle
goes straight at unit speed in Q and obeys to the classical Descartes reflexion
law when it collides an obstacle. We then define the billiard flow (Yt)t∈R
as follows. Yt(q, ~v) = (qt, vt) is the couple position-velocity of the point
particle at time t if the particle has position q and velocity ~v at time 0.
To avoid any confusion, we consider that the billiard flow is defined on the
quotient (Q × S1)/R, with R is the equivalence relation corresponding to
the identification of pre-collisional and post-collisional vectors at a reflection
time:

(q, ~v)R(q′, ~v′) ⇔ (q, ~v) = (q′, ~v′) or ~v′ = ~v − 2〈~nq, ~v〉~nq ,
where ~nq is the unit normal vector to ∂Q at q directed inward Q if q ∈ ∂Q,
with convention ~nq = 0 if q 6∈ ∂Q. This flow preserves the normalized
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Lebesgue measure µ on Q× S1.
We assume moreover that every billiard trajectory meets ∂Q (finite horizon
assumption).

Let us write ΠQ : Q× S1 → Q and ΠV : Q × S1 → S1 for the canonical
projections given respectively by ΠQ(q, ~v) = q and ΠV (q, ~v) = ~v.

Theorem A.1 (Visits of the billiard flow to a finite union of shrinking
balls for the position). Let q1, ..., qJ ∈ Q be pairwise distinct positions in
the billiard domain and r1, ..., rj be positive real numbers. We set dj = 2 if

qj 6∈ ∂Q and dj = 1 if qj ∈ ∂Q and d =
∑J

j=1 djrj .
Then, the family of processes

J∑

j=1

∑

t : (Ys(y))s enters B(qj ,εrj)×S1 at time t

δ(
dπεt

Area(Q)
,j,

ΠQ(Yt(y))−qj
rjε

,ΠV (Yt(y))

)

converges in distribution (when y is distributed with respect to any proba-
bility measure absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure
on M) as ε → 0 to a Poisson Point Process with intensity λ × m̃0 where
m̃0 is the probability measure on V := {1, ..., J} × S1 × S1 with density
(j, p, ~u) 7→ rj

2dπ 〈(−p), ~u〉+1{〈p,~nqj 〉≥0}.

Observe that if qj ∈ ∂Q, the set of p ∈ S1 satisfying 〈p, ~nqj 〉 ≥ 0 is a

semicircle, whereas it is the full circle S1 when qj is in the interior of Q.
This result has already been proved in [21, Theorem 4.4] for J = 1 and

Lebesgue-almost every position q1. The extension to a finite number of
points is relatively easy. The most difficult part is to treat all the possibles
positions in the billiard domain.

Along the paper we provided various applications of this theorem to dif-
ferent questions. We present here a result on the closest approaches to a
given point in the billiard table by the orbit of the billiard flow.

Example A.2. Consider the billiard flow associated to a Sinai billiard with
finite horizon in a domain Q ⊂ T2. Consider a fixed position q0 ∈ Q. Set
d = 2−1q0∈∂Q. During each visit of the flow to B(q0, ε), the closest distance
to q0 is given by L0(q, ~v) := ε| sin∠(−→qq0, ~v)| where (q, ~v) is the entry point.
Then the family of closest approach point process

(
Cε := N (Y,B(q0, ε)× S1, dε/Area(Q), ε−1L0

)
ε>0

on [0,+∞) × [0, 1] converges in distribution (with respect to any probability
measure absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure on Q×
S1) to a PPP with intensity 1.

Proof. Due to Theorem A.1, the family of spatio-temporal processes

(Nε := N (Y,B(q0, ε) × S1, dε/Area(Q),Hε)ε>0

with Hε(q, ~v) = (ε−1−→q0q, ~v) converges in distribution (with respect to any
probability measure absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue on Q×
S1) to a PPP of intensity λ × m̃0 where m̃0 is the probability measure on
S1×S1 with density (p, ~u) 7→ 1

2dπ 〈(−p), ~u〉+1{〈p,~nq0 〉≥0} (where ~nq0 is the unit
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normal vector to ∂Q at q0 directed inward Q if q0 ∈ ∂Q, ~nq0 = 0 otherwise).
Observe that

Cε = G̃(Nε),

with G̃(t, p, ~u) = (t,G(p, ~u)) where G(p, ~u) = (t, | sin∠(−p, ~u)|). Thus (Cε)ε
converges strongly in distribution to the PPP with intensity λ×G∗(m̃0) and
it remains to identify m̃1 = G∗(m̃0). Due to the transfer formula, we obtain
∫ ∞

0
h(G(p, ~u)) dm̃0(p, ~u) =

1

2dπ

∫

S1×S1

h(| sin∠(−2p, ~u)|)(cos∠(−p, ~u))+1{〈p,~nqj 〉≥0} dp d~u

=
1

2

∫ π
2

−π
2

h(| sinϕ|) cosϕdϕ

=

∫ π
2

0
h(sinϕ) cosϕdϕ =

∫ 1

0
h(y) dy .

�

Proof of Theorem A.1. Due to [28, Theorem 1], it is enough to prove the
result for the convergence in distribution with respect to µ. Assume ε >
minj 6=j′

qjqj′
4 . We use the representation of the billiard flow as a special flow

over the discrete time billiard system (M,ν, F ) corresponding to collision
times and with τ the length of the free flight before next collision.

Set Ãε =
⋃J
j=1 Ã

(j)
ε , where Ã

(j)
ε is the set of the configuration entering in

A
(j)
ε := (Q∩B(qj, ε))×S1, i.e. Ã

(j)
ε is the set of (q, ~v) ∈ (Q∩∂B(qj , ε])×S1

s.t. 〈 ~qq0, ~v〉 > 0. Set also Aε :=
⋃J
j=1A

(j)
ε .

Set h′ε := dπε/Area(Q) and Hε(q
′, ~v) = (j,

−−→
qjq′

rjε
, ~v) if q′ ∈ ∂B(qj, rjε). Here

M is the set of reflected unit vectors based on ∂Q, ν is the probability mea-
sure with density proportional to (q, ~v) 7→ 〈~n(q), ~v〉, where ~n(q) is the unit
vector normal to ∂Q at q directed towards Q and F :M →M is the trans-
formation mapping a configuration at a collision time to the configuration
corresponding to the next collision time.
The normalizing function Gε is given by Gε(x) = Hε(Yτ (Y )

Ãε
(x)

(x)) with

τ
(Y )

Ãε
(y) := inf{t > 0 : Yt(y) ∈ Ãε}.

As in the setting of Theorem 2.2, we write Π for the projection onM , that is
Π(q′, ~v) = (q, ~v) is the post-collisional vector at the previous collision time.

We take here hε := ν(Π(Ãε)).
As for [21, Theorem 4.4], we will apply [21, Proposition 3.2] after checking

its assumptions. We define Ã
(j)
ε := {(q, ~v) ∈ ∂B(qj, ε)× S1 : 〈−→qqj, ~v〉 ≥ 0}.

(i) Measure of the set. We have to adapt slightly the first item of the
proof of [21, Theorem 4.4] which deals with the asymptotic be-

haviour of ν(Bε) with Bε := Π(Ãε). Observe that Bε =
⋃J
j=1B

(j)
ε

with B
(j)
ε := Π(Ã

(j)
ε ), i.e. B

(j)
ε is the set of configurations (q, ~v) ∈M

such that the billiard trajectory (Yt(q))t≥0 will enter B(qj, εrj) be-
fore touching ∂Q. As seen in [19, Lemma 5.1],

if qj ∈ Q \ ∂Q, ν(B(j)
ε ) =

|Q ∩ ∂B(qj , rjε)|
|∂Q| =

2πrjε

|∂Q| .
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With exactly the same proof, we obtain that

if qj ∈ ∂Q, ν(B(j)
ε ) =

|Q ∩ ∂B(qj , rjε)|
|∂Q| ∼ πrjε

|∂Q| .

Moreover, for every distinct j, j′, B(j)
ε ∩B(j′)

ε is contained in Π(B(xj,j′,Kj,j′ε)∪
B(xj′,j,Kj,j′ε)) where xj,j′ =

(
qj,

−−→
qjq

′
jqjq

′
j

)
andKj,j′ = max

(
1, 3

qjqj′

)
.

So, due to [19, Lemma 5.1], ν(B
(j)
ε ∩B(j′)

ε ) = O(ε2) = o(ε). Hence
we conclude that

ν(Bε) ∼
J∑

j=1

ν(B(j)
ε ) ∼ dπε

|∂Q| ,

as ε→ 0.
(ii) Observe that

N (Y,Aε, h
′
ε,Hε) =

J∑

j=1

N (Y,A(j)
ε , h′ε,Hε) ≥ N (Y,A′

ε, h
′
ε,Hε) ,

where A′
ε =

⋃J
j=1Π

−1(Π(Ã
(j)
ε )) \⋃j′ 6=j Π−1(Π(Ã

(j′)
ε )) and that, for

all T > 0,

Eµ
[(
N (Y,Aε, h

′
ε,Hε)−N (Y,A′

ε, h
′
ε, Gε)

)
([0, T ]× V )

]

≤ T max τ

2hε(min τ)2

∑

j,j′ : j 6=j′
ν
(
Ã(j)
ε ∩ Ã(j′)

ε

)
= o(1) ,

where we used the representation of Y as a special flow over (M,ν, F )
due to the fact, proved in the previous item, that for any distinct

labels j, j′, ν
(
Ã

(j)
ε ∩ Ã(j′)

ε

)
= o(ε). Thus it is enough to prove the

convergence in distribution of N (Y,A′
ε, h

′
ε,Hε) with respect to µ.

(iii) The same argument ensures that, with respect to ν, the conver-
gence in distribution of N (F,Bε, hε, Gε) to P is equivalent to the
convergence in distribution of N (F,B′

ε, hε, Gε), with B
′
ε := Π(A′

ε).

(iv) Note that ν((∂Bε)
[εδ]) = o(ν(Bε)), for every δ > 1.

(v) Due to Lemma A.3, for every σ > 1, ν(τBε ≤ ε−σ|Bε) = o(1), where
τB is here the first time k ≥ 1 at which F k(·) ∈ B.

(vi) Now let us prove that (ν(G−1
ε (·)|Bε))ε>0 converges to m̃0 as ε→ 0.

Let us consider the measure µ̃ on {1, ..., J} × S1 × S1 with density
(j, p, ~u) 7→ rj〈(−p), ~u〉+.
Observe first that m̃0 = µ̃(·|A) with A :=

⋃J
j=1A

(j) and

A(j) :=
{
(p, ~u) ∈ S1 × S1 : 〈(−p), ~u〉 ≥ 0, 〈p, ~nqj 〉 ≥ 0

}
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and second that ν(G−1
ε (·)|Bε) = µ̃(·|Gε(Bε)). But

µ̃ (A \Gε(Bε)) ≤
J∑

j=1

µ̃


Hε


Y

τ
(Y )

Ã
(j)
ε

(·)



⋃

j′ 6=j
(B(j)

ε ∩B(j′)
ε )








≤
J∑

j=1

2max τ |∂Q|rjεν



⋃

j 6=j′
(B(j)

ε ∩B(j′)
ε )


 = o(ν(Bε))

and Gε(Bε)\A corresponds to points (p, ~u) ∈ S1×S1 with qj ∈ ∂Q
with 0 < 〈p, ~u〉 ≤ O(ε), thus

µ̃ (Gε(Bε) \ A) = O(ε) .

This ends the proof of the convergence in distribution of the family
of measures (ν(G−1

ε (·)|Bε))ε>0 to m̃0 as ε→ 0.
(vii) For the construction of W we use [21, Proposition 3.4].

Thus, due to [21, Proposition 3.2], we conclude the convergence of dis-
tribution with respect to ν of (N (F,Bε, hε, Gε))ε>0 and so, due to (ii),
of (N (F,B′

ε, hε, Gε))ε>0 to a PPP P with intensity λ × m̃0. Applying
now Theorem 2.2, we deduce the strong convergence in distribution of
(N (F,A′

ε, hε/Eν [τ ],Hε))ε>0 to P and so, due to (iii), the convergence in
distribution with respect to µ of (N (F,Aε, hε/Eν [τ ],Hε))ε>0 to P. Now we
conclude by [28, Theorem 1] and by noticing that

hε
Eν [τ ]

=
dπε

|∂Q|Eν [τ ]
=

dπε

Area(Q)
= h′ε .

�

Lemma A.3.

∀σ ∈ (0, 1), ν(τBε ≤ ε−σ|Bε) = o(1) (14)

Proof. This point corresponds to the the second item of the proof of [21,
Theorem 4.4], which for Lebesgue-almost every point came from [19, Lemma
6.4]. To prove (14), we write

ν(τBε ≤ ε−σ|Bε) ≤
⌊ε−σ⌋∑

k=1

ν(F−n(Bε)|Bε) . (15)

Thus our goal to bound ν(F−n(Bε)|Bε).
Step 1: Useful notations.

We parametrize M by
⋃I
i=1{i} × (R/|∂Oi|Z)×

[
−π

2 ;
π
2

]
. A reflected vector

(q, ~v) ∈ M is represented by (i, r, ϕ) if q ∈ ∂Γi as curvilinear absciss r ∂Oi
and if ϕ is the angular measure in [−π/2, π/2] of (~n(q), ~v) where ~n(q) is the
normal vector to ∂Q at q.
For any C1-curve γ inM , we write ℓ(γ) for the euclidean length in the (r, ϕ)
coordinates of γ. If moreover γ is given in coordinates by ϕ = φ(r), then
we also write p(γ) :=

∫
γ cos(φ(r)) dr. We define the time until the next

reflection in the future by

τ(q, ~v) := min{s > 0 : q + s~v ∈ ∂Q} .
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It will be useful to define S0 := {ϕ = ±π/2}. Recall that, for every k ≥
1, F k defines a C1-diffeomorphism from M \ S−k to M \ Sk with S−k :=⋃k
m=0 F

−m(S0) and Sk :=
⋃k
m=0 F

m(S0).

Step 2: Geometric study of Bε and of F (Bε).

Moreover the boundary of each connected component of Bε (resp. F (Bε))
is made with a bounded number of C1 curves of the following forms:

• curves of S0, corresponding, in (r, ϕ)-coordinates, to {ϕ = ±π
2 }.

• C1 curves of F−1(S0) (resp. F (S0)), which have the form ϕ =
φ(r) with φ a C1 decreasing (resp. increasing) function satisfying
minκ ≤ |φ′(r)| ≤ max κ+ 1

min τ , where κ(q) is the curvature of ∂Q
at q ∈ ∂Q and where τ is the free flight length before the next
collision time.

• if q0 6∈ ∂Q: C1 curves, corresponding to the set of points x =
(q, ~v) ∈ M (resp. F (x)) such that [ΠQ(x),ΠQ(F (x))] is tangent
to ∂B(q0, ε). These curves have the form ϕ = φε(r) with φε a de-
creasing (resp. increasing) function satisfying minκ ≤ |φ′ε(r)| ≤
maxκ + 1

d(q0,∂Q)−ε ≤ maxκ + 2
τ0
), with τ0 := d(q0, ∂Q) as soon as

ε < τ0
2 .

• if q0 ∈ ∂Q: C1 curves, corresponding to the set of points x =
(q, ~v) ∈ M (resp. F (x)) such that [ΠQ(x),ΠQ(F (x))] is tangent
to ∂B(q0, ε) or such that ΠQ(F (x)) is an extremity of B(q0, ε) ∩Q
and [ΠQ(x),ΠQ(F (x))] contains no other point of B(q0, ε). These
curves have the form ϕ = φε(r) with φε a decreasing (resp. increas-
ing) function satisfying minκ ≤ |φ′ε(r)|.
The points x = (q, ~v) ∈ M , with d(q, q0) ≪ 1 quasi-immediately
entering (resp. exiting) B(q0, ε) × S1 are contained in a union Rε
of two rectangles of width O(ε1/2) for the position (around q0) and
of width O(ε) for the velocity direction (around the tangent vectors
to ∂Q at q0).
In Bε\Rε (resp. F (Bε)\(Rε∪Π−1

Q (B(q0, ε)))) we also have |φ′ε(r)| ≤
maxκ+ 2

τ0
with τ0 := min τ as soon as ε < τ0

2 .

We say that a curve γ of M satisfies assumption (C) if it is given
by ϕ = φ(r) with φ C1-smooth, increasing and such that minκ ≤ φ′ ≤
maxκ+ 2

τ0
. We recall the following facts.

• There exist C0, C1 > 0 and λ1 > 1 such that, for every γ satisfying
Assumption (C) and every integer m such that γ ∩ S−m = ∅, Fmγ
is a C1-smooth curve satisfying assumption (C) and C1p(F

mγ) ≥
λm1 p(γ) and ℓ(γ) ≤ C0

√
p(Fγ).

• There exist C2 > 0 and λ2 > λ
1/2
1 such that, for every integer m,

the number of connected components ofM \S−m is less than C2λ
m
2 .

Moreover S−m is made of curves ϕ = φ(r) with φ C1-smooth and
strictly decreasing.

• If γ ⊂ M \ S−1 is given by ϕ = φ(r) or r = r(ϕ) with φ or r

increasing and C1 smooth, then Fγ is C1, is given by ϕ = φ1(r)
with minκ ≤ φ′1 ≤ maxκ+ 1

min τ . Moreover
∫
Fγ dϕ ≥

∫
γ dϕ.
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We observe that there exist K ′
0 > 0 and ε0 > 0 such that, for every ε ∈

(0, ε0), F (Bε) \Rε is made of a bounded number of connected components

V
(i)
ε each of which is a strip of width at most K ′

0ε of the following form in
(r, ϕ)-coordinates:

• {(r, ϕ) : r ∈ J, φ
(i)
1 (r) ≤ ϕ ≤ φ

(i)
2 (r)} (with J an interval) and

is delimited by two continuous piecewise C1 curves γj given by

ϕ = φj(r) satisfying assumption (C) and ‖φ(i)1 − φ
(i)
2 ‖∞ ≤ K ′

0ε.

• or possibly, if q0 ∈ ∂Q, {(r, ϕ) : r
(i)
1,ε ≤ r ≤ r

(i)
2,ε} with |r(i)1,ε − r

(i)
2,ε| ≤

K ′
0ε.

In particular, with the previous notations, any connected component V
(i)
ε

of F (Bε) \Rε has the form
⋃
u∈[0,1] γ̃

(i)
u , where γ̃

(i)
u corresponds to the graph

{ψ(i)(u, r) = (r, uφ
(i)
1 (r)+(1−u)φ(i)2 (r)) : r ∈ Ji} (or possibly {ψ(i)(u, ϕ) =

(ur
(i)
1,ε + (1− u)r

(i)
2,ε, ϕ), ϕ ∈ Ji} if q0 ∈ ∂Q). Thus

∀E ∈ B(M), ν(E ∩ F (Bε \Rε)) ≤
Leb(E ∩ F (Bε \Rε))

2|Q|

≤
∑

i

1

2|∂Q|

∫

Ji×[0,1]
1ψ(i)(u,s)∈E

∣∣∣∣
∂

∂u
ψ(i)(u, s)

∣∣∣∣ dsdu

≤ K ′
0 ε

2|∂Q| sup[0,1]
ℓ(E ∩ γ̃u) . (16)

Step 3: Scarcity of very quick returns.
Let us prove the existence of K1 > 0 such that,

∀s ≥ 1, ∀ε < τ0
2
, ν(F−s−1(Bε)|Bε) ≤ K1(λ2/λ

1
2
1 )
sε

1
2 . (17)

Let u ∈ (0, ε). We define γ be a connected component of γ̃u ∩ F (Bε) ∩
F−s(Bε). The curve γ satisfies Assumption (C) or is vertical. In any case,
any connected component of F (γ) satisfies Assumption (C) and ℓ(γ) ≤
C0

√
p(F (γ)) (indeed, if γ is vertical, then ℓ(γ) ≤ 1

min τ p(F (γ)). It follows

ℓ(γ) ≤ C0

√
p(F (γ)) ≤ C0

√
C1λ

1−s
1 p(F sγ) ≤ C ′

0

√
C1λ

1−s
1 K ′

0ε

using first the fact that F (γ) is an increasing curve contained in M \ S−s
and second the fact that F sγ is is an increasing curve satisfying Condition
(C) and contained in Bε. Since F (γ̃u) \ Ss contains at most C2λ

s
2 connected

components, using (16), we obtain

ν(F−s−1(Bε)∩Bε\Rε) = ν(F−s(Bε)∩F (Bε\Rε)) ≤
K ′

0 ε

2|∂Q| sup[0,1]
C2λ

s
2C

′
0

√
C1λ

s
2
1 ε

1
2 .

We conclude by using the fact that ν(Bε) =
2πε
|∂Q| and that ν(Rε) = O(ε

3
2 ).

Step 4: Scarcity of intermediate quick returns.
We prove now that for any a > 0, there exists sa > 0 such that

ε−sa∑

n=−a log ε
ν(Bε ∩ F−nBε) = o(ν(Bε)). (18)
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Since ν(Bε) ≈ ε and ν(Rε) = O(ε
3
2 ), up to adding the condition sa < 1/2,

it remains to prove (18) with for ν(Bε ∩ F−nBε) replaced by ν((Bε \Rε) ∩
F−n(Bε)).
If q0 ∈ ∂Q and if γ̃u is vertical, we replace it in the argument below by the
connected components of F (γ̃u) and will conclude by noticing that; for any
measurable set A, ℓ(γ̃u ∩ F−1(A)) ≤ C ′′

0 ℓ(F (γ̃u ∩A)).
We denote the kth homogeneity strip3 by Hk for k 6= 0 and set H0 =
∪|k|<k0Hk for some fixed k0. Set s := min(−a log θ, 1)/3. Let kε = ε−s and
Hε = ∪|k|≤kεHk. For any u ∈ [0, 1], we set γ̃k,u = γ̃u ∩ Hk. Each γ̃k,u is a
weakly homogeneous unstable curve.

We cut each curve γ̃k,u into small pieces γ̃k,u,i such that each F j γ̃k,u,i,
j = 0, . . . , n is contained in a homogeneity strip and a connected component
of M \S1. For x ∈ γ̃k,u,i we denote by rn(x) the distance (in F

nγ̃u) of F
n(x)

to the boundary of Fnγ̃k,u,i.
Recall that the growth lemma [6, Theorem 5.52] ensures the existence of

θ ∈ (0, 1), c > 0 such that, for any weakly homogeneous unstable curve γ
one has

ℓ(γ ∩ {rn < δ}) ≤ cθnδ + cδℓ(γ) . (19)

Therefore,

ℓ(γ̃u ∩ F−n(Bε) \Hε)

≤
∑

|k|≤kε
ℓ(∩{rn ≥ ε1−s} ∩ F−n(Bε)) + ℓ(γ̃u,k ∩ {rn < ε1−s}).

The first term inside the above sum is bounded by the sum
∑

i ℓ(γ̃u,k,i ∩
F−n(Bε)) over those i’s such that Fn(γ̃u,k,i) is of size larger than ε1−s. In
particular ℓ(γ̃u,k,i) ≥ ε1−s. On the other hand, by transversality

ℓ(Fn(γ̃u,k,i) ∩Bε) ≤ cε.

By distortion (See Lemma 5.27 in [6]) we obtain

ℓ(γ̃u,k,i ∩ F−n(Bε)) ≤ cεsℓ(γ̃u,k,i).

Summing up over these i gives the first term inside the sum is bounded by

ℓ(γ̃u,k ∩ {rn ≥ ε1−s} ∩ F−n(Bε)) ≤ cεsℓ(γ̃u,k,i).

Thus

ℓ(γ̃u,k ∩ {rn < ε1−s}) ≤ cθnε1−s + cε1−sℓ(γ̃u,k).

A final summation over k gives

ℓ(γ̃u ∩ F−n(Bε) \Hε) ≤ c(εs + ε1−s)ℓ(γ̃u) + ckεθ
nε1−s.

This combined with (16) leads to

ν(F (Bε \Rε) ∩ F−n(Bε)) ≤ ν(F (Bε \Rε) ∩Hε) +O(ε1+s) = O(εsν(Bε)).

where we use the fact that Bε \ Hε is contained in a uniformly bounded
union of rectangles of horizontal width O(ε) and contained in the k−2

ε = ε2s-
neighbourhood of S0. We take sa < min(s, 12).

3see [6] for notations and definitions.
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Step 5: End of the proof of (14).

Choose a = 1/(4 log(λ2/λ
1/2
1 ). Observe that, due to (17), we have

−a log ε∑

s=1

µ(F−sAε|Aε) ≤
K1

λ2/λ
1
2
1 − 1

(λ2/λ
1
2
1 )

−a log εε1/2 ≤ K1

λ2/λ
1
2
1 − 1

ε1/4.

This combined with (18) leads to

ε−sa∑

n=1

ν(F−nBε|Bε) = o(1) . (20)

Let σ > 1. In view of (15), it remains to control ν(F−nBε|Bε) for the
intermediate integers n such that ε−sa ≤ n ≤ ε−σ. We approximate the set

Bε by the union B̃ε of connected components of M \ (S−k(ε) ∪ Sk(ε)) that

intersects Bε, with k(ε) = ⌊| log ε|2⌋. There exists C̃ > 0 and θ̃ ∈ (0, 1) such
that, for all positive integer k, the diameter of each connected component

of M \ (S−k ∪ Sk) is less than C̃θ̃k.
Thus Bε ⊂ B̃ε and ν(B̃ε \Bε) ≤ ν

(
(∂Bε)

[C̃θ̃k(ε)]
)
= O(εθ̃k(ε)). But, due to

[20, Lemma 4.1], we also have

∀m > 1, ∀n ≥ 2k(ε), ν
(
B̃ε ∩ F−nB̃ε

)
= ν(B̃ε)

2 +O(n−mν(B̃ε)) .

Since k(ε) = o(ε−sa) and thus

∀m > 1,

ε−σ∑

n=ε−sa

ν(F−nBε|Bε) ≤ O
(
ε1−σ + εsa(m−1)−σ + θ̃k(ε)

)
= o(1) ,

as ε → 0, since σ < 1, θ̃ ∈ (0, 1), k(ε) → +∞ and by taking m > 1 + σ
sa
.

This combined with (20) and (15) ends the proof of (14). �
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